
The Vigil Supper CuSTomS

The Table

With the first star in the evening sky the family gathers at the table, which has been set 
according to prescribed tradition. A thin layer of hay and bits of grain have been spread on 
the table underneath a white tablecloth, reminiscent of the stable at Bethlehem where the 
Christ child was born and laid in a manger. A bundle of wheat stands in "God's corner" for 
departed ancestors. 

The empTy Table SeTTing

An additional place setting is reserved for any guest that might come unexpectedly. The 
Polish proverb states, "A guest in the home is God in the home." Particularly on this night, 
no needy person may be turned away. This place is also set in memory of departed family 
members. Often, it is said, that Jesus himself comes to the meal and occupies the empty chair. 
an eVen number of parTiCipanTS

According to some old superstition, care is always taken that the number of participants in 
the Christmas Eve feast be even. The uneven number, according to the legend, means death 
will hit one of the present. 

an odd number of CourSeS

Meatless foods are the staple of the Vigil Supper. Food is gathered from the four corners 
of the earth: mushrooms from the forest, grain from the fields, fruit from the orchards, and 
fish from surrounding lakes and streams. 

The ChrisTmas Wafer – OpłaTek

For centuries, on Christmas Eve, families in Poland, Lithuania, the Czech and Slav Republics 
have practised a beautiful tradition. Opłatek, taken from the Latin word "oblatum" - mean-



ing Sacred Bread, has been the symbol of Christianity and Jesus Christ, our bread of life, 
symbolic of the unity of all man of good will in Christ. "The hay, manger, Christmas tree, 
and opłatek serve to initiate a religious mood into our hearts and homes... when sharing the 
opłatek there is mutual forgiveness of transgressions. He overcomes in ourselves what is 
hardest to break: anger, hatred, and egoism.
Oplatek is a thin, unleavened bread of flour and water which has been pressed in oblong 
irons and stamped with religious scenes. By custom it is baked by the nuns early in Advent 
and distributed to the people by the organist of the parish. 
Today, Polish relatives in other countries are often made participants in the Vigil celebration 
by exchanging oplatek by mail. 
The most solemn moment of the Wigilia dinner is the breaking of the oplatek. First, the 
mother and father break off a bit of each other's oplatek, then embrace and kiss each other. 
Then the breaking ceremony continues around the table until each person present has broken 
bread with everyone else and exchanged good wishes. 
Specially colored wafers are shared with domestic animals and are used to fashioned intricate 
ornaments called "wafer worlds". 
Wigilia is a day of fast and abstinence for Polish Catholics, so no meat dishes are served. 
Vigil Supper is the occasion for such Polish specialties as barszcz z uszkami (red beet soup 
with ear-shaped ravioli stuffed with mushrooms), herring, and cabbage with mushrooms. 
Other dished may include fish or pierogi in any guise, wheat or rice served with honey sauce, 
and small poppy seed cakes. 
In some parts of Poland a two-colored jelly dessert is served– white almond milk at the -top 
and red cherry on the bottom –' representing the colors of the Polish flag. 
Dessert usually features compote made from dried fruit, diverse types of poppy seed pas-
tries, and their forerunner, kutia, a combination of boiled wheat, honey, and poppy seed, 
the most ancient of all ritual dishes. In some regions, kutia is left overnight on the table for 
departed ancestors.
After dinner, wine is served, toasts are drunk and everyone makes a wish in silence. 

The animal porTionS

The remnants of food from the dinner are given to animals to symbolize that all nature takes 
part in the birth of the Savior. 

ChriSTmaS Tree

The pagan custom of placing a "holy tree" in the home also acquired a Christian symbolism. 
The Christmas tree in its present form appeared in Poland only in the nineteenth century. 
Prior to that, the Poles used a podłażnik, a Christmas tree consisting of the upper two or three 
feet cut off from a pine tree, decorated with Christmas ornaments, and hung upside down 
from the ceiling in "God's corner." The Christmas tree stands ablaze with many–colored 
paper, egg shells, apples, gilded nuts and cookies. A colorfully and richly decorated spruce 
or pine tree, with a creche (szopka) and presents beneath it, has become a symbol of graces 
received from the Savior, as well as an expression of joy at His coming into the world. The 
children flock around it, presents are distributed and the whole family joins in singing the 
"kolędy" (Christmas Carols). Literally hundreds of these carols are of native origin. Many 
were composed in the 17th and 18th centuries and based on the dances of the Polish gentry 



and peasantry. The strains of the Polonaise or mazurka lend a particularly Polish and 
folk character to the traditional lyrics of the Christmas story. 

animal -VoiCeS

A legend of the Christmas Vigil states that each Christmas Eve the animals who were 
in the stable of the first Christmas, discuss the happenings surrounding the Lord's birth. 
Only children who have been good can understand their deliberations. For the audacious 
and curious sinner, witnessing this wonderful event would mean death. 

The Sheaf of WheaT

Symbolic of a bountiful harvest, sheaves stand in one, or all four corners of the room. 
Prior to the nineteenth century introduction of the Christmas tree in Poland, the sheaf of 
grain, and "wafer worlds" were the main decorations of the holiday season. The sheaf is 
a sign of the presence of ancestors and symbolizes Jesus - the Bread of Life. Following 
the Supper, farmers tie stalks taken from these sheaves to fruit trees with a plea that the 
tree bear food fruit. 

The hay

After the meal, each person reaches under the tablecloth to pick one blade of straw or 
hay. The person with the longest blade, as tradition has it, will live the longest. The shape 
of the blade gives a clue as to the type or life the person will lead. 

Time for VariouS SorTS of prognoSTiCaTionS for girlS 
Many of the hopeful ones go out of doors and listen to the wind or to the barking of 
the dogs. From whichever direction the wind blows or the barking of the dog is heard, 
a suitor is supposed to appear in the coming year. If neither one is heard, the girls call 
loudly and base their predictions on the direction from which the echo is heard.
During the Vigil supper in some regions, spoonfuls of grain (kasza) are thrown up at the 
ceiling. The greater the number of grains that become attached to the ceiling, the better 
will be the harvest.

poliSh legend

Polish legend has it that the bright warmth of the sun must smile upon the earth on 
Saturday, if only for a brief moment, in remembrance of Christ's infancy when on that 
day Mary would immaculately clean His swaddling clothes, so that Sunday might find 
delight in witnessing the Baby God clothed in pure and fresh-scented dress. 

STar

What wreath and jingle bells are to America, the Star of Bethlehem is to Poland: the 
symbol of Christmas, its very essence of its spirit. It used to decorate every Polish Christ-
mas card, it shone from the top of every Christmas tree. Even Christmas presents were 
called star-gifts. A Polish child would never say: "I wonder what I'll get for Christmas?" 


